Next Time

In four days!
376-409;415-452
Mandiant report on Chinese hacking

Administrative
Class 5: The First Amendment

News

Facebook hacked
Apple infected by viruses

February 27th Symposium on Big Data and
National Security
Exam Policy: Modeled on class discussion
Threats and Harrassment

"Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the
freedom of speech,"

In reality, lots of exceptions

Partial list on 298 in FSC
Defamation
Incitement
Low Value Speech

Obscenity
Child Pornography made using real children
Also

True Threats
Fighting Words

Internal to Carmichael (at pages 217-19)
"Nuremberg Files" website
Abortion providers
Class 5: The First Amendment

Prosecutors

Threats and Harrassment

Listing

Judges
Politicians
Abortion rights supporters

Planned Parenthood

Black font (working)

Facts
Legend

Greyed-out name (wounded)
Strikethrough (fatality)

Three murdered doctors were stricken-through
after murders
Statute: FACE (p.217)
Civil suit seeking injunction to shut site down
(and damages)
Held (en banc)

Big drug conspiracy case (marijuana)
Key to case were informants/snitches
WANTED in big red letters
"Information on these Informants and Agents"
Four informants shown; four agents shown

Facts
Class 5: The First Amendment

Threats and Harrassment

Website

Carmichael

Three with photos
"If you have any information about these
informants and agents, regardless of how
insignificant you may feelt it is, Please contact"
Disclaimers at various times

Odd procedural posture
Held
True Threats

followed by list of attorneys and phone numbers

"definitely not an attempt to intimidate or harass"

NOT about guilt/innocence
Protective order to shut down the website

D is White Supremacist leader
Prior criminal case

D threatened life of district court judge
Convicted, sentence to 40 years
Focused on jury foreman
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Threats and Harrassment

Incitement

White

Name

Facts
Posted article on own website

home address
Listed

home phone
Photo
"Gay" and "Jewish"

Charged with sect. 373(a) threat
Held
Brandenburg Test

Sent to bankruptcy court employees
security breaches at the courthouse
Note 2: O'Dwyer

Content

No money to buy anti-depressants
What if I become homicidal?
Might put courthouse people at risk
After being towed, focused on one police officer

Note 3: Stock: Craiglist post

I really wish he would die
I hope you burn in hell
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Threats and Harrassment

Person fired from amusement park

Does specific Internet medium matter?
Note 4: Facebook status updates

I've got enough explosives to take care of the
state police and sheriff's
Enough elementary schools to initiate the most
heinous school shooting ever imagined

Hateful tweets to leader of buddhist sect
want it to all be over soon sweetie?
Note 5: Tweets

"go kill yourself"
I have this amazing present for a group of people
who really, really deserve something amazing.
Long time in prep. Wait for it.

Facts aren't that important
Whether an average person
Applying "contemporary community standards"
The Miller Test
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Test for defining Obscenity

1. Works which, taken as a whole, appeal to the
prurient interest in sex
2. Portrays sexual conduct in a patently offensive
way
3. Which, taken as a whole, does not have serious
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value

Obscenity
Fed Obscenity Law

18 USC 1460-70

1462
1465

Undercover sting on Internet

Extreme Associates

Facts

Agent ordered video tapes and paid for
membership to view digital videos from porn site.
Procedural posture: D's motions for pretrial
rulings on two issues

Held

(Internal to FSC / 298): Ferber
(Internal to FSC/299): Osborne / Possession
Adults portrayed as children
Different Definitions

Morphed images--placing real children's heads
on other bodies
Purely computer-generated images
(8)(A)

Virtual Child Pornography
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CP and the First Amendment

old (8)(B)
Pre-FSC Statute Definitions

(8)(C)
old (8)(D)

Actual minors

"realistic images of children who do not exist"
Still good law

"is, or appears to be"
Morphed

"in such a manner that conveys the impression"

Held
Reasoning

Enforcing post-FSC

Marchand

Facts
Held

The missing language about Hollywood
To be discussed

Unconstitutional under FSC

Still good law

Plaintiffs (omitted from CB)
Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition

All three of above

All three of above again
Unconstitutional under FSC

